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This guide works for Male Fit, Female Fit, and Child Sizes.

INSTRUCTIONS
DO NOT TAKE Measurements on yourself. Always have a second person take the measurements on you. 

USE a soft tape to take the measurements. 

RG CUSTOM ORDER / MEASURE GUIDE
Date:

Name:

Address:

Phone:

Email:

TAKING MEASUREMENTS per these instructions is your responsibility. Failing to take these measurements  properly can 
lead to improper fit. We assure you that, when taken per these instructions, your suit will fit you perfectly. We have over a 
decade of experience making suits fit perfectly with these instructions. Ryder Gear does not take responsibility and does 
not provide refunds or returns for gear made with improper measurements. Only measurements taken by a Ryder Gear 
representative have the fit gurantee. If you have questions about these instructions, or want to schedule an online fitting 
consultation please contact your Ryder Gear representative or email info@ryder-gear.com or call +01 858-707-7037 
(California, USA business hours)

1. HEIGHT & WEIGHT, ADULT / YOUTH

Measure your body height by standing against a wall. 
Place a pencil on the top of your head horizontally and 
mark the wall with it. Measure the distance from the 
pencil mark to the floor. NOTE: Remove any shoes or 
sandals for this measurement. 

Your Body Height:____________________  cm

Your Body Weight:____________________  lb  or  kg

Suit Size:          ADULT          or          YOUTH

DO NOT Wear any back protector when taking BACK LENGTH

Please use the reference diagrams provided when taking the measurements. 

NOTE (MUST READ)

It is preferred to wear the same undergarments for measurements as you will wear with the suit. 
DO NOT wear thick clothes like a sweatshirt or jeans when taking the measurements.

If you plan to wear a separate Protector, Vest, or Air Vest (non-HELITE) please send us measurements, where indicated, 
and pictures with and without this article. 

Please take all measurements snug & without sucking in or pushing out your stomach. Relaxed position is best. 

Please take all measurements in Centimeters (cm)

When measuring, be sure to double check your measurement and DO NOT add extra. This can result in poor fit. 
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Measure the circumference of the widest part of your 
bust, usually around the nipples, and under your bust 
around your chest (as shown in the diagram). 
NOTE: FEMALE Form Fit Only and 2 Measurements

Your Wide Bust Measurements: 
Without Protector: ____________________  cm
With Protector (If Any): ____________________ cm

Your Under Bust Measurements: 
Without Protector: ____________________  cm
With Protector (If Any): ____________________ cm

A: NECK Measurement

B: CHEST Measurement

Measure the circumference of the widest part of your 
chest, just under the armpits, standing up straight and 
relaxed (as shown in the diagram).

Your Chest Measurements:

Without Protector: ____________________  cm

With Protector (If Any): ____________________ cm

B2: BUST Measurement (FEMALE FORM FIT ONLY)

Measure the circumference of your neck using the soft 
tape horizontally (as shown in the diagram).

Your Neck Measurement:____________________  cm
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E: SLEEVE LENGTH Measurements

Measure the sleeve length & shoulder to elbow starting 
exactly at the shoulder joint (outer edge) and ending at 
the wrist bone & at the elbow, while standing straight (as 
shown in the diagram). NOTE: Put a mark on the shoulder 
joint (exactly where you started), it will help when taking 
the shoulder measurement later on. (Green Mark on 
Diagram)
Your Sleeve Length Measurements:
Left Arm: ____________________  cm
Right Arm: ____________________ cm
Your Shoulder to Elbow Measurements:
Left Arm: ____________________  cm
Right Arm: ____________________ cm

Measure the circumference of your waist horizontally. 
That is normally 6-7 cm below your navel. This is oftem 
your beltline (as shown in the diagram). 
NOTE: It is helpful to wrap a string or ribbon around your 
Waist firmly (not loose) as you will use this point for more 
measurements later on. 

Your Waist Measurements:

Without Protector: ____________________  cm

With Protector (If Any): ____________________ cm

D: WAIST Measurements

C: BELLY Measurements

Measure the circumference of your belly starting at your 
navel (belly button) keeping the tape horizontal for the 
measurement (as shown in the diagram). 

Your Belly Measurements:

Without Protector: ____________________  cm

With Protector (If Any): ____________________ cm
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F: BICEPS Measurements

Measure the circumference of the widest part of your 
biceps while keeping your arm straight (as shown in the 
diagram). 

Your Biceps Measurements:

Left Bicep: ____________________  cm

Right Bicep: ____________________ cm

H: LOWER ARM Measurements

Measure the circumference of the widest part of your 
forearm while keeping your arm straight (as shown in the 
diagram). 

Your Lower Arm Measurements:

Left Forearm: ____________________  cm

Right Forearm: ____________________ cm

G: ELBOW Measurements

Measure the circumference of the center of your elbow to 
include the elbow joint (funny bone) while keeping your 
arm straight (as shown in the diagram). 

Your Elbow Measurements:

Left Elbow: ____________________  cm

Right Elbow: ____________________ cm
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J: SHOULDERS Measurement

Measure your shoulders starting from one shoulder joint 
to the other by passing the tape over your shoulders (as 
shown in the diagram). 
NOTE: Start exactly from the point/mark which you made 
while taking SLEEVE LENGTH (E) earlier. 

Your Shoulders Measurement:

  ____________________  cm

I: WRIST Measurements

Measure the circumference of your wrists to include the 
wrist bone keeping your arm straight (as shown in the 
diagram). 

Your Wrists Measurements:

Left Wrist: ____________________  cm

Right Wrist: ____________________ cm

K: BACK LENGTH Measurement

Measure your back length starting from the neck joint on 
the upper back and ending at the waistline while standing 
up straight (as shown in the diagram). 
NOTE: Waistline is the exact point where you put the 
measuring tape (string or ribbon) while taking Waist 
Circumference (D) earlier. 

DO NOT USE ANY PROTECTOR while taking this 
measurement. 

Your BACK LENGTH Measurement:

  ____________________  cm



M: THIGH Measurements

Measure the circumference of the widest part of your 
thigh (normally 7-8 cm below your crotch) while standing 
straight and keeping the tape horizontal (as shown in the 
diagram). 

Your Thighs Measurements:

Left Thigh: ____________________  cm

Right Thigh: ____________________ cm

L: HIPS Measurement

Measure the circumference of the widest part of your hips 
and buttocks while standing straight and maintain the 
tape horizontal (as shown in the diagram). 

Your HIPS Measurement:

  ____________________  cm
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N: KNEES Measurements

Measure the circumference of the center of your knee 
keeping the tape horizontal (as shown in the diagram). 

Your Knee Measurements:

Left Knee: ____________________  cm

Right KNee: ____________________ cm



O: LOWER LEG Measurements

Q: OUTER LENGTH Measurements

Measure your Outer Length starting at your waistline and 
ending at the ankle bone (not the floor) while standing up 
straight (as shown in the diagram). 
NOTE: Waistline is the exact point where you put the 
measuring tape (string or ribbon) while taking Waist 
Circumference (D) earlier.  

Your Outer Length Measurements:

Left Side: ____________________  cm

Right Side: ____________________ cm

Measure the circumference of the widest part of your calf 
keeping the tape horizontal (as shown in the diagram). 

Your Lower Leg Measurements:

Left Calf: ____________________  cm

Right Calf: ____________________ cm
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P: INSEAM Measurements

Measure your Inseam starting exactly at your crotch and 
ending at the ankle bone (not the floor) while standing up 
straight (as shown in the diagram). 

Your Inseam Measurements:

Left Inseam: ____________________  cm

Right Inseam: ____________________ cm



S: ANKLE Measurements

Measure the circumference of your ankle just above the 
ankle bone (as shown in the diagram). 

Your Ankle Measurements:

Left Ankle: ____________________  cm

Right Ankle: ____________________ cm
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T: SHAPE J Measurement

R: KNEE TO ANKLE Measurements

Measure the length from the center of your knee to ankle 
bone while standing up straight (as shown in the diagram). 
NOTE: Start exactly at the center of the knee, not the top 
or bottom of the knee. 

Your Knee to Ankle Measurements:

Left Side: ____________________  cm

Right Side: ____________________ cm

Measure starting from the waistline on your backside and 
ending at the neck joint on your front side by passing the 
tape under your crotch (as shown in the diagram). NOTE: 
Waistline is the exact point where you put the measuring 
tape (string or ribbon) while taking Waist Circumference 
(D) earlier. 

DO NOT USE ANY PROTECTOR while taking this 
measurement. Also, ensure that tape is not loose or too 
tight
Your SHAPE J Measurement:

  ____________________  cm
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Additional Notes or Questions (If Any):

Kangaroo Upgrade (Ad On)

Replace Keprotec w/ Stretchy Leather (Ad On)
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Standard Size or Custom Size (Ad On)

No Perf, Perforation (Ad On) or Vent Zippers (Ad On)

Soft Cuffs/Ankles YES or NO

External Zipper Leg Pockets YES or NO

1 PC or 2 PC or Jacket Only

Male Cut or Female Cut

Standard Design or Custom Design (Variable)

Custom Logos (Variable)

Airbag Compatible (Ad On)

Lining REMOVABLE or FIXED

Flat Back, Aero Hump (Ad On), Water Bottle (Ad On)

Knee Sliders (Included)

Elbow Sliders (Ad On)

Reflective Outline (Ad On)
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Notes:

CE Level 2 SAS TEC or CE Level 2 Forcefield (Ad On)

Matching Custom Boots  (Ad On)

Matching Custom PHANTOM Gloves  (Ad On)

Matching Commuter Gloves (Ad On)

AD ONS, ADDITIONAL OPTIONS, FEATURES, SPECIFICS

Custom Zippers (Ad On)

Custom Name (Ad On)

Sponsor Logos (Variable)
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Include Photos of Yourself as you are being measured: Side Profile

Include Photos of Yourself as you are being measured: Rear Profile

PHOTOS: Include Photo of Neck, Chest, Shoulders, Back Length measurements if feasible 
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Include Photos of Yourself as you are being measured: Front Profile
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Email: info@ryder-gear.com  | Website: www.Ryder-Gear.com

V: (GLOVES ONLY) PALM Measurements

Measure the circumference of the widest part of your 
palm around the knuckles keeping the tape snug (as 
shown in the diagram). 

Your PALM Measurements:

Left Palm: ____________________  cm

Right Palm: ____________________ cm

W: (GLOVES ONLY) Fingers Measurements

Measure the length of each finger starting from the top of 
your fingers and ending at the bottom keeping the tape 
straight (as shown in the diagram). 

Your Fingers Measurements:

                                              LEFT                        RIGHT
Index Finger: ________________________________  cm
Middle Finger: _______________________________ cm
Ring Finger: _________________________________ cm
Pinky Finger: ________________________________ cm
Thumb: _____________________________________ cm

U: (BOOTS ONLY) FOOT LENGTH Measurements

Measure the length of your foot along the bottom from 
the back of your heel to the end of your longest toe (as 
shown in the diagram). 

Your FOOT Measurements:

Left Foot: ____________________  cm

Right Foot: ____________________ cm


